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13
Pretty Dam Safe

While dams have been an integral part of civilisation
since its beginning, the technology of dam construction
has only really come of age in the twentieth century. As
with the gothic cathedrals that were ‘designed’ by trial
and error, dam failures led to knowledge that could
produce safe designs.

Fortunately, Queensland and the other parts of Australia have been almost entirely
free of catastrophic dam failures. In 1929, a mining dam in Tasmania failed during

exceptionally high floods and 14 lives were lost, but there have been no other disasters.
In other parts of the world, dam failures have resulted in tragic loss of life and extensive
(and expensive) property damage. During the 1960s and ’70s, 50 world dams failed
with the loss of more than 5000 lives.

1
 However, it could be that in the Australian

situation, to misquote the words often attributed to Thomas Jefferson, “The price of
freedom is eternal surveillance”.

The lack of failure is clearly due, at least in part, to good luck. When the first dams
were built in Australia there was no understanding of the concept of uplift pressures
on dams from water seeping into the foundations of the structure. The sciences of
soil and rock mechanics barely existed until the 1950s. Methods of construction
were primitive by comparison with modern times, employing little in the way of
compaction machinery or quality control, and, most importantly, there were virtually
no hydrologic data and spillways had to be designed by empirical methods with only
the most rudimentary estimates of the floods that could pass through them. As
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technology and data improved, the meteorologists confounded the engineers by
developing ‘improved’ methods of analysing extreme weather events, resulting in
greatly increased flood estimates. Thus many dams – even modern ones – which
were soundly designed by standards of the day have been found to have spillways
that are inadequate to safely discharge the revised design floods.

2

There are basically two means by which a dam can fail. The first is structural
failure caused by inadequate design or construction or by deterioration of the structure
itself over time. Structural failure is most likely to occur at first filling of the dam, but
can constitute a ‘sunny day failure’. The second mode of failure is by overtopping by
a flood of greater magnitude than that for which the structure was designed.

In 1972, the Australian National Committee on
Large Dams (ANCOLD) produced a ground-
breaking publication titled Report on Safety and
Surveillance of Dams. This attempted to bring to
the attention of State Governments the need to
ensure that dams, which can constitute a hazard
to life and property, are adequately designed,
constructed and maintained. ANCOLD’s primary
objective was “to obtain greater security for life
and property and, to achieve this, greater and
more uniform legislative, administrative and
technical control of dam building, including
operation and maintenance.”

3

Clearly there are a very large number of dams in Australia, particularly farm dams,
whose failure would not be particularly harmful. But on the other hand, it was
recognised that the failure of some large dams, especially those close to settled areas,
could be catastrophic. ANCOLD was concerned that its initiatives should be
concentrated on those where the impact would be greatest. It therefore introduced
the term ‘referable dam’.

4
 The pronunciation of ‘referable’ has been somewhat

contentious, with one school of thought favouring referable. Norm Rossi always
took the view, however, that “ref’rable is preferable.”

Referable dams are defined in detail, but essentially are ones of significant size or
that have to discharge large floods. It was proposed that any dam that was not referable
would not be subject to dam safety requirements. The Queensland legislation,
introduced in due course, stated that no dam less than 5 metres in height would be

The dam on ‘Cubbie’ Station
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referable. The number of farm dams 4.99 metres high is quite remarkable. With the
benefit of hindsight, a number of engineers have concluded that 5 metres is probably
lower than optimum as a large number of low hazard dams (particularly farm dams)
are included in the referable category.

5
 In contrast with Queensland, NSW has

concentrated on large dams.
6

ANCOLD was not particularly concerned about the large dams designed,
constructed and operated by government departments. ANCOLD’s main and
immediate concern was with dams and reservoirs built for mining or industrial
purposes or for farm water supplies under arrangements where controls may be
inadequate for dam safety.

7

In order to progress the development of dam
safety policies, the Commission created a new
position of Senior Engineer Dam Surveillance.
Norm Rossi was appointed and he returned to
Brisbane in 1973 after an extensive tour of duty on
construction sites.

During his term in Dam Surveillance, Norm was
essentially a one-man band attached to Designs
Branch and dependent on Branch staff and junior
engineers on rotation to assist him. This situation
was later improved when engineer Ross Wieckhorst
was appointed permanently to the group.

Norm’s task for the first six months was to conduct a review of Fairbairn Dam. He
then proceeded to develop a legislative framework for dam safety.

8
 He was assisted in

this task by an officer of Crown Law who took up residence in the Commission to draft
the Water Resources Amendment Act 1975. At the time, there was very little dam safety
legislation around the world, so Queensland drew heavily on Californian law.

9

The Queensland Act was the first dam safety legislation in Australia. Interestingly,
New South Wales is the only other State that has enacted legislation specifically for
dam safety. NSW set up a Dam Safety Committee. The Committee is comprised entirely
of dam owners (virtually every owner has a seat) and there is no representation of
the community at large. Whilst the Committee is very responsible, there is clearly
some risk of conflict of interest. Queensland has elected not to have a committee,
but to manage dam safety through departmental procedures.

10

Failed farm dam
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As is implied by Norm Rossi’s position title, a major activity was ensuring that
existing structures remained safe. This meant that dams needed to be monitored
and inspected on a regular basis and management plans needed to be developed.
Most major dams have systems of instrumentation built into them to measure a
range of parameters such as pore water pressures and deformations, but systematic
programs of measurement and interpretation are required.

While the Commission was willing to shoulder the responsibility of assessing and
monitoring its own dams, it also had the task of ensuring that other owners met their
obligations. This meant that owners’ responsibilities had to be defined and that owners
had to be made aware of them. ANCOLD remained very much to the fore in questions
of dam safety, moving to develop guidelines for all Australian jurisdictions.

In 1979, Alan Wickham, Chief Designing Engineer, was elected Vice Chairman
of ANCOLD and in 1982 (by which time he was Deputy Commissioner) he became
Chairman. ANCOLD actively pursued a campaign of encouraging Australian
Governments to introduce dam safety legislation and to develop policies. In his
role as ANCOLD Chairman, Alan wrote to the Queensland Minister for Water
Resources seeking advice on the status of dam safety policy development. The
letter was duly marked off to Alan for draft reply, which in due course was signed
by the Minister and forwarded to Alan as Chairman!

11
  No doubt the Minister’s

news came as a big surprise.

By the time Norm Rossi retired in 1987, he had virtually single-
handedly laid the foundations for Queensland policies and
practices on dam safety. The several reports which he had made
to ANCOLD demonstrated that he, and Queensland, were at the
forefront of policy development.

12

Norm’s retirement led to the need for a replacement. On the
basis of interest and aptitude, Russ McConnell was selected as a
potential successor.

13
 He was asked if he wanted to go to America

to attend a Dam Safety course and if he had an interest in becoming
dam safety Engineer. He agreed to both. The trip to USA was
scheduled to include not only the course, but also visits to a
number of dams and discussions with their owners. Both the Corps
of Engineers of the US Army and the United States Bureau of
Reclamation have been responsible for the construction and
management of many significant dams. Russ described his training
in the following terms. “I went to America where I spent two
weeks at the course and three weeks just touring around. I made

Russ McConnell
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a lot of contacts over there. With the Corps of Engineers, you have to get security
classification to go on to any of their dams, which takes about six months, so I only
went to the USBR (United States Bureau of Reclamation) ones and the hydro ones
in British Columbia. And that was how I got trained in dam safety.”

14
 Following his

return, he was appointed to the position of Senior Engineer Dam Surveillance.

Engineer Ross Wieckhorst and draftsman John King were assigned to the group.
Among their principal tasks were the management of documentation and inspections.
Graham Hunter and Ron Guppy later joined the group as engineers and Peter Lovell
as a Technical Officer.

Many of the problems in dam safety related to mining dams when they had a
discharge (through overtopping or failure), largely because the contents of mining
dams are often toxic. Fortunately they’ve killed only cattle – quite a few actually – as
cattle will drink the water when it gets out. Crocodiles and fish are also affected. A
deal of effort has gone into managing mining dams in close liaison with Mines
Department and the Department of Environment.

15

Because of the toxic nature of the contents of
tailings dams, such as cyanide, special care needs
to be taken to ensure that their construction and
operation meet appropriate standards. The Dam
Safety group tries to work with mining companies
during their planning phase to develop integrated
waste systems. This approach has saved some
companies quite a lot of money because they used
to have a segmented approach, giving the tailings
dam design to one consultant, the rehabilitation
design to someone else and the mining planning
to someone else again as separate contracts.
There’s a lot of money to be saved if you use your
waste streams for construction materials and put
the tailings inside the waste dumps.

16

The strategy employed was to go to industry and to try to influence what they
did. There are two segments to the industry – the developers (mining companies)
and service providers (consulting engineers). Close liaison with consultants,
establishing standards, has meant that they have to do it only once. Under the Act,
dams are required to be supervised by people who are suitably qualified and
experienced. It has been in everybody’s interests to ensure that the consultants are
well trained. Russ McConnell’s view is we don’t believe that people who have been

Tailings dam at Yabulu
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involved with failed dams are suitably qualified and experienced. Occasionally
we have influenced the mining companies to get rid of consultants who were not
doing the right thing. The way we do that is to tell the companies that we will be
looking very closely at the work of particular consultants because of their record.

17

As to the program itself, in 1992 the Government’s licensing requirements for a
dam were specified. The owner of a major dam may be required to invest a quarter
of a million dollars to produce the documentation. Most major dams in Queensland
are not yet licensed because the owners have not yet complied. The legislation says
the Department must control dam safety, not that it is responsible for it. Therefore it
has to know that the dam is safe, that the owner is operating it satisfactorily with
proper operational manuals and that the owner is prepared for a disaster with a plan
integrated into the State Emergency Services program. It the owner does not comply,
the Department may prosecute, but it is reasonable to accept that upgrades can’t
happen overnight.

18

Responsibility for dam safety is vested in the
Chief Executive Officer of the Department
administering the Act. As engineering qualifications
are mandatory, there were no problems while the
Commission was a separate entity. In the absence
of the Commissioner, the responsibility could be
delegated to another appropriate officer with
engineering qualifications. When the Commission
was absorbed into DPI and the CEO was not an
engineer, the responsibility was delegated to the
Commissioner. But as a delegation cannot be
delegated, when the Commissioner was absent no
one could be given authority (at least in theory).

In order to disseminate the owners’ responsibilities to them, it was decided to
run a dam safety course for dam owners in 1992 where guidelines were issued. That
course probably set the policy for dam safety in Queensland. It is currently being
revisited.

19

There are a number of dams in Queensland where failure has been prevented
through the dam safety program. If a little dam called Ibis Dam (a concrete dam
built at the turn of the century) hadn’t been fixed up, the little town of Irvinebank
could have been washed away. Analysis of the dam found the factor of safety was
1 when it’s full – that means it was on the point of collapse. Twenty-six houses

Ibis Dam
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would have been flooded if the dam failed. Remedial measures involved adding
an ogee crest downstream of the existing spillway and raising it at the same time to
increase the water supply for the town. The Government contributed some money
and everyone was happy. During the repairs, an emergency warning system was
installed until the dam was fixed.

20

The Herberton water supply dam defies understanding as to how it is still standing.
The dam safety group has recommended pre-stressing of the dam. The town of
Blackbutt has a dam with a spillway designed to farm dam standards but it happens
to end immediately adjacent to the D’Aguilar Highway on the other side of the fence.
It didn’t meet Departmental requirements and will require modification.

21

As said before, one of the major threats to dam safety – especially earthen
embankment dams – is overflow by a flood larger than the spillway capacity. In

the 1950s, design floods were determined largely by a few simple rules based on
catchment area and some empirical factors. During the 1960s and 1970s, a more
disciplined approach was developing in most sciences, including meteorology and
hydrology.

In the early 1980s, Australia began to move from empirical methods for spillway
assessment to statistical methods of determining rainfall and then runoff routing

22

to determine flood hydrographs.
23

 The new methods of flood estimation resulted in
substantial increases in the volumes and peak flows of major events and it was
becoming apparent Australia-wide, in fact world-wide, that design flood selection
was a major and increasing problem relating to dam safety.

In 1976, a joint ANCOLD/IEAust project undertook to survey and catalogue the
existing design flood data for Australian dams to assess where we stood. The
Commission was represented by Alan Wickham as one of three ANCOLD members
of a steering committee. The collection of data was such a major job that it was five
years before the results were published in July 1981 as A Catalogue of Design Flood
Data for Australian Dams.

24

This was followed promptly in October 1981 by a Workshop on Spillway Design
sponsored jointly by AWRC, ANCOLD and IEAust. One of the key papers was given
by WD (Bill) Weeks and BJ (Bruce) Stewart of the Commission and Alan Wickham
was rapporteur for the question of Design Criteria Aspects. The Proceedings, published
by AWRC as their Conference Series No. 6, recommended the preparation of guidelines
to assist Australian practice.

25

ANCOLD responded at its 1982 Annual General Meeting by establishing a Sub-
Committee on Dam Safety, with Keith Murley of Victoria as convener, to implement
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the Conference’s recommendations. Alan Wickham again represented Queensland
on the group, into his term as Chairman of ANCOLD (1983–86), and it was with
considerable satisfaction that he was able to issue in 1984 draft Interim Guidelines
on Design Floods for Dams for comment. The Guidelines were finalised and reprinted
in 1986.

26
 This was a landmark document and was well received in Australia and

attracted the attention of ICOLD members from other countries.
27

On broader aspects of dam safety, Alan Wickham represented Australia on the
ICOLD Dam Safety Committee from 1983 to 1989, including the period 1986–89
when he was ICOLD Vice President. That Committee prepared the first set of ICOLD
Guidelines on Dam Safety.

The question is, what flood we should design spillways for? Queensland practice
up to this time had been to select a design flood and ensure that the spillway could
discharge it with a freeboard (difference between the peak flood height and the top
of the embankment) suitable for the dimensions of the lake. In addition, the spillway
was required to be able to pass an extremely rare flood (such as the Probable Maximum
Flood) with no freeboard. The design flood was commonly taken as that which would
have a one in a thousand probability of being exceeded in any year. This flood would
occur, on average once every thousand years and hence is known commonly as the
thousand-year flood. Such terminology is misleading because many lay people believe
that if it has occurred, it will be a thousand years before it occurs again. This problem
can perhaps be best illustrated by the Brisbane flood of 1974. The press reported this

Wivenhoe Dam built in 1985 to reduce the effects of flooding in the Brisbane River
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as the forty-year flood, and people decided it was safe to move back to the flood plain
until 2014! They would probably understand better if they were told that the odds of
that flood, or a bigger one, occurring in any one year were 40 to 1.

The new methods of flood estimation have resulted in substantial increases in the
volumes and peak flows of major flood events. Application of the new techniques led
to the conclusion that many spillways were no longer adequate to safely discharge the
flood for which they had theoretically been designed. In NSW, as a result of publicity,
about $400 million was spent on modifying spillways.

28

Through the Queensland dam safety program, all major dam owners have been
revising their flood hydrology estimates. An assessment will be made of the level of risk
and the costs of any upgrading proposed for each dam.

29

Queensland policy is generally consistent with the ANCOLD guidelines and indeed
Commission officers have continued to serve on the sub-committee revising them. In
general terms, decisions have to be made on the basis of the probability of failure and
the damage that would be caused by failure. Obviously a dam in a remote area would
cause considerably less damage than one in a heavily populated area and therefore a
higher level of risk of failure is acceptable.

The damage that would be caused by failure is not necessarily obvious. If Ross River
Dam were to fail, over a thousand people could be killed in Townsville/Thuringowa,
but if Wivenhoe failed, despite the much larger population downstream, it has been
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estimated that only twelve people would be killed in Brisbane
because of the warning time. In Coominya the story would be
quite different.

30
 The combination of the probability of failure

and the damage that could occur is what is needed to produce a
well-informed decision on any remediation.

The decisions are quite complex, and the Department is working
with representatives of the community to develop policy. According
to Peter Allen, who is developing the policy, it appears likely that
dams above a certain height will require a hazard rating to be carried
out. For those dams with a high hazard rating, a further assessment
will be made of the need for remedial action.

31
 It is interesting to

note that Queensland favours use of the term ‘hazard’ whereas NSW
likes ‘consequences’. Russ McConnell’s view is you don’t become
cautious when you drive along the road and see a consequence
sign but you do when you see a hazard sign!

32

Peter Allen




